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Reviewed
MORMONS AND THE BIBLE: The Place

of the Latter-day Saints in American Religion
may well prove to be one of the real sleepers
in the crowded bed of contemporary Mor-
mon publications. That it comes from a non-
Mormon press (this is one volume in
Oxford’s multi-volume Reli~on in America se-
ries) and has an inflated price tag may keep
it out of the hands of many of the Mormon
faithful. It is, for example, currently grouped
with the gentile literature at the BYU Book-
store rather than with Barlow’s other Mor-
mon books.

In my opinion, Mormons and the Bible is
one of the most stimulating books to come
on the Mormon market for years--s timulat-
ing because it presents a fresh, delightful new
path through the rut-worn field of Mormon
history and doctrine. Disarmingly simple in
its major thesis, yet profound in its insights
and scholarly to the core, it is effortlessly
readable--unlike anything one would imag-
ine originating with a doctoral dissertation
from the Divinity School at Harvard (which
it was: Barlow’s 1988 doctoral thesis).

One of the major pluses of this volume is
its crystal-clear organization. Each chapter is
prefaced with an extended synopsis, making
it effortless for readers to make their way
through each segment of the book, present-
ing as it does a clear road map pointing not
only to where Barlow is headed, but also
indicating what to watch for on the wayma
blessing that every casual reader will appre-
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ciate and every careful writer should emu-
late. Not only is it extremely well written, it
has also maintained a good balance between
Barlow’s own Mormon biases and a concern
for objectivity in the larger world of scholar-
ship. Two aspects of the book that I think
make it worth at least one reading caught my
attention immediately:
1. This volume represents a new approach to

Mormonism, examining its history
through the lens of one aspect of its doc-
trine-focusing on its views regarding
the Bible. This in itself seemed a flash of
genius to me, but Barlow has also gone
further to interweave both Mormon his-
tory and Mormon thought with American
history and religious thought of the same
eras. On first blush, that format might
sound terribly dense and cumbersome,
but part of the brilliance of this volume is
that Barlow keeps the material basic and
cogent, and readily understandable even
for a casual reader.

2. The volume draws upon and assembles a
great deal of current Mormon scholarship
that up to now has appeared only in
rather inaccessible monographs or arti-
cles in scholarly periodicals, materials too
commonly known only to the most in-
formed of Mormon scholars.

A NEW LOOK AT MORMON
RELIGIOUS THOUGHT

WHAT Barlow does do is take his

readers on a journey through Mormon his-
tory, focusing on changing attitudes (both

Mormon and non-Mormon) toward the
Bible, specifically the King James Version. In
his own words:

Certainly I am not pretending to
rewrite Mormon history along se-
verely new lines. But I am propos-
ing that nothing--not the early
pioneer experience of the Saints,
not the geography of Mormon
headquarters, not Mormon politi-
cal behavior, not the famous at-
tempts to establish a polygynous or
theocratic or communal society,
not Mormon millennialism or Mor-
mon social make-up, not the al-
leged contemporary corporate
wealth, not former charges of rac-
ism or still-current accusations of
sexism, not the quasi-religious in-
terest of some early Mormons in
folk magic; in sum, none of the
more dramatic aspects of the Mor-
mon experience often spotlighted
by observers--captures the evolv-
ing but enduring religious quintes-
sence of Mormonism and its
relationship to the balance of
American religion better than a
firm, comparative grasp of the
Bible’s place among the Latter-day
Saints. This assertion applies even
to Mormon theology and revela-
tion, which, as we shall see, is inex-
tricably enmeshed with and
dependent on prior and often un-
conscious biblical perspective. (x-
xi.)

After an introductory chapter on attitudes
toward the Bible in antebellum America, Bar-
low initially focuses on Joseph Smith’s view
of the Bible in two chapters that signal the
format for the remainder of the volume:
chapter 1 deals with Joseph’s views regarding
the Bible before the Restoration, and chapter
2 with the Prophet’s attitude toward the Bible
(and toward scripture in general) from the
time of the Restoration until his assassination
in Carthage.

Using the King James Version as a focus
for these chapters (obviously for purposes he
will return to later in the text), Barlow deals
with the issue of the Book of Mormon and
the relationship of its contents and style to
the Bible with which Joseph was familiar.
From this, a discussion evolves regarding
modem revelation delivered in the idiom of
King James English. Included in this discus-
sion is material regarding the Joseph Smith
Translation of the Bible, material that Barlow
divides into a six-pronged catalogue clearly
illuminating the types of changes made. The
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principle of typology also receives brief at-
tention, not only as a way of doing Biblical
exegesis, but also as a device for bonding the
history of Mormonism to that of Israel in the
Bible in a manner unique in important ways
to the Mormon experience.

As noted above, in addition to being a
treatise on Joseph Smith’s attitude regarding
the Bible, the views of Joseph’s contemporar-
ies regarding the kame issues are insightfully
interwoven into the text, clearly and com-
fortably illuminating similarities and differ-
ences between the Mormon experience and
that of the Protestants and Catholics. Not
only does one get a clearer view of Mormon
attitudes toward the Bible, but in the reading
one also acquires the added benefit of an
abbreviated course in American religious
thought--as a backdrop against which to
view Mormon attitudes.

In chapter 3, "Diversity and Develop-
ment: The Bible Moves West," Barlow begins
a comparative analysis--the c~ritical method
he employs throughout the remainder of the
book--o f various Mormon leaders’ attitudes
regarding the Bible. He juxtaposes Brigham
Young’s views of the Bible lq,Ot only with
Joseph’s, but also with those of Orson Pratt,
one of the foremost students of the Bible in
pioneer Utah.

This is followed by a chapter entitled
"The Mormon Response to Higher Criti-
cism." In this, the comparison becomes
three-pronged, with a right v<ng, left wing,
and centrist representative for each stance
(assuming that one can ever place B. H. Rob-
erts in a centrist position), juxtaposing Jo-
seph Fielding Smith, E. E. Erickson, and B.
H. Roberts as representative figures of the
three positions respectively. He places this
Mormon trio against the backdrop of biblical
criticism in the United States during the turn
of the century.

Chapter 5, "Why The King James Ver-
sion," is perhaps the most int~riguing (and I
expect will be considered the most contro-
versial) of the lot, because it deals directly
with the present LDS commi.tment to the
King James Version (signalled as recently as
the statement of the First Presidency that
appeared in the LDS Church News on 20June
1992) and the publication of an official LDS
Bible by the Cambridge University Press.

In this chapter Barlow does an excellent
job of illuminating the implicit assumptions
associated with that commitment--and the
attendant problems for any of the faithful
who would make use of modern versions
that draw upon documents unavailable to
the King James translators. In Barlow’s own
words from the chapter introduction:

Further committing the rapidly
growing Church to a seventeenth-
century English text carried deeper
implications than most Saints were
aware of. An understanding of the
process through which this step
came to seem natural to officials by
the late twentieth century sheds
light on Mormon biblical percep-
tions.

To understand the decision, one
must distinguish between the sin-
cere explanations offered by lead-
ers and teachers in recent decades,
and the several historical factors
that, between 1867 and 1979,
transformed the KJV from the com-
mon into the official Mormon
Bible ....

While examining these influ-
ences, I give special notice to J.
Reuben Clark, long-term member
of the Church’s First Presidency. By
1956 President Clark had appro-
priated most Protestant arguments
for the KJV, linked them to
uniquely Mormon concerns, and in
the process made subsequent LDS
spokesmen dependent on his logic.
Although some Saints felt Clark’s
influential reasoning was unper-
suasive, his logic nevertheless hints
at deeper, irreducibly religious mo-
tives behind the Mormon course.
(149)

What follows is one of the most lucid
descriptions I have seen of the implications
of this decision and the historical setting in
which it was made. Certainly everyone inter-
ested in biblical scholarship in the Church
should acquaint themselves with this infor-
mation to know the strengths and
weaknesses inherent in the LDS church
hierarchy’s commitment to the King James
Version. Such implications are brought more
clearly to focus in his sixth chapter, "The
Bible in Contemporary Mormonism,"
wherein Barlow chooses Bruce R. McConkie
and Lowell Bennion as his archetypal conser-
vative and liberal respectively.

These men reveal two major
thrusts in contemporary Mormon
thought, showing how Mormons
differ from other Christians in the
theological content of their biblical
views while resembling them in
their attitudes. The chapter con-
cludes with a look at the new LDS
edition of the Bible and its ten-
dency to support Eider McConkieg
outlook, a tendency that has

helped reorient late-twentieth-cen-
tury Mormonism. (182-83)

In many respects, Barlow’s summarizing
chapter, "The Ambiguities of a New Religious
Tradition," is his best (this despite the fact
that like the proverbial wine at the wedding
of Cana, one typically does not find the best
at the last in any doctoral treatise). In this
chapter, and indeed throughout the text, Bar-
low continues to remind his reading audi-
ence that his is only one way of looking at
these issues, and that his sampling, as reveal-
ing as it is, is still only a small sampling that
will perhaps lead the way to further thinking
on this issue. One statement, "The majority
of Mormons remain in a hermeneutical
Eden, innocent of a conscious philosophy of
interpretation" (226), will not be as true for
readers who complete a reading of this work.

MODERN LDS SCHOLARSHIP

SECOND, the book is a gold mine of
sorts in its allusions to other scholarship pro-
duced by Mormon (and non-Mormon)
scholars. Just one personal reference should
serve my purpose here. I have long sus-
pected, based on a gut-level assumption
stemming from a rather cursory reading of
the sources, that the typological relationship
often noted between pioneer Mormon Utah
and ancient Israel led territorial Utah to an
interest in the Old Testament that stimulated
the leadership of the Church during that era
to cite the Old Testament in their sermons far
more than they cited the New. This would, in
turn, lead to a greater familiarity with the Old
Testament among the membership of the
Church--or so I reasoned.

In my classes I have mentioned this and
tried to get a student interested enough that
he or she would engage in a study of the early
sermons to ascertain this information for my
own intellectual satisfaction. However, read-
ing Barlow’s book, I find that others have
already probed this particular problem and
the answer to my query depends on which
Church leader was being quoted: Brigham
Young seemed to prefer the New Testament
and Orson Pratt the Old (97).

Richly laced throughout the text and en-
capsulated in his twelve-page bibliography at
the end is a list of works illustrating that
Barlow has done his homework well. Many
of his references are well known to most
Mormons, but others come from far more
esoteric sources, and this is one of the rea-
sons the book is sufficiently worthy of our
attention. References to senior honors theses
at Brigham Young University and the Univer-
sity of Utah appear in company with relevant
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masters and doctoral theses; references to
articles in Mormon-oriented journals such as
5UNSWONE, Journal of Mormon History, and
Dialogue are included along with some from
Ensign, BYU Studies, and symposia from the
College of Religion at BYU; scholarly religious
journals that reach out to a non-Mormon as
well as a Mormon audience, such as Christi-
anity Today and Journal for the Scientific Study
of Religion, appear on the list in company
with several non-Mormon texts. All of this
testifies to the breadth of Barlow!s research.

All things considered, Barlow’s book is a
must on the bookshelves (and in the hands)
of anyone wishing to understand the Mor-
mon experience: member and non-member
alike. The price alone is the major obstacle.

SLEEPING BEAUTY
Before I heard you reciting poetry
I did not know there was anything
better than alarm clocks. Warm
bread, sliced thick and smelling
of childhood, touched my nose
but never my mind and furious
friends claimed it made me
snore. They told me sunrises
were pink and orange rips
in the sky and if I saw
one I should believe in
immortality the rest of
the day. "Stars," and
they’d shake a finger,
"keep moving while you
sleep." But nights and
days were homogenized
still. One day I saw
you smile while sun
shone in your eyes
and that night I
dreamed we lay in
soft, tall grass
beneath a naked,
motionless sky,
laughing, chewing
bitter stems of
grass. Now my
eyes open to
thought of
you, and I
never
oversleep.

--HOLLY WELKER

PLUNDERING THE SCRIPTURES
HOMECOMING: VOLUME 1, THE MEMORY OF EARTH

By Orson Scott Card
Tom Doherty Associates, 1992 $21.95, xx + 294 pages

Reviewed by Tim Behrend

ACCORDING TO THE dust jacket,
best selling science fictionist Orson Scott
Card’s most recent novel, The Memory of
Earth, "is the first of a new five-book series
that will carry its readers from the road to
Basilica back to Lost Earth." Non-Mormon
fans will undoubtedly be frustrated by the
five to ten years that may well lapse before
Card can finish the last volume and bring it
~o market. Mormon readers, on the other
hand, can scope ahead to find out where this
quinquepartite "epic" is heading simply by
rereading 1 Nephi, substituting hoked-up
science wherever divine intervention is re-
corded in the original.

This is possible because The Memory of
Earth is an unattributed reworking of 1
Nephi 1-5. It takes place against a grand,
Asir~’tovian-style galactic background, but is
rife ’with sociological dressing and thematic
chords that seem to be inspired by post-
Nibleyan historical exegesis of Mormon
scnpture. Unfortunately, lovers of serious lit-
erature, and those awaiting the prophesied
Shakespeares and Miltons among us may be
disappointed at what Card has done, or
failed to do, with his borrowed material.

The reworking of scriptural stories or
other traditions is, of course, an old and
worthy literary enterprise. From Sophocles
to Nikos Kazantzakis, writers have repeat-
edly mined the rich lodes of myth and leg-
end, often to spectacular results. In The
Memory of Earth, however, Card, does not
attempt to do for Nephi and his brothers
what Mann, for example, did for Joseph and
his: to give them deep psychological struc-
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ture and thereby a voice to speak meaning-
fully to contemporary society; to expand and
develop the often minimalist characters of
Semitic mythology, emphasizing change and
ambivalence over homilitic certitudes; and
generally to explore the intellectual and spir-
itual complexity of the human issues raised
in scriptural narrative.

Card chooses instead to work more in the
romantic, larger-than-life tradition of Arnold
Friberg: Nephi comes through the thrills and
spills of early prophethood with muscles rip-
piing. Despite some ambivalence and moral
hesitation, there is nothing wimpish or
hobbit-like about him.

But this focusing on Card’s unattributed
source may be unfair, for he has not in fact
named his characters Nephi, Lehi, and
Zoram (they are Nafai, Volemak the Wetchik,
and Zdorab), and it is unlikely that his pur-
pose is to develop and understand the Book
of Mormon story. Instead, his real intent
might be, as he argued in a typically vituper-
ative essay about popular literature and its
critique in the late 5unstone Review (2 [4] :25-
28), simply to tell a story with the power to
involve his readers in the compelling experi-
ence of it, to create a vivid, vicarious memory.
To do this he has plundered 1 Nephi, taking
from it a ready-made plot outline to be jazzed
up and sold in the lucrative adolescent and
sci-fi markets. This is how the new version
goes.

Forty million years ago Earth was nearly
destroyed in a series of apocalyptic wars that
left it largely a cinder. Most of the survivors
set off to colonize other planets.

Harmony, a planet in a system about 100
light-years from Earth, is one of the successes
of this thrust into space. Though largely ag-
ricultural and non-mechanized, Harmonian
society is in some ways scientifically ad-
vanced: sophisticated computer technology
is everywhere evident, as are laser projection
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and small scale localized anti-gravity devices.
Further, though the memory of ig is lost,
genetic changes long ago engineered in the
human populace of the planet have affected
the electronic architecture of the brain in
such a way that the supercomputers de-
signed to run the world can communicate
directly with humans in a kind of cybernetic
telepathy. At the same time, however, all
forms of technology with military applica-
tions are hidden from Harmonians by the
Master Computer of the world. The
computer’s telepathic powers are such that it
can prevent even the thought of such things
as powered flight or simple wheeled convey-
ance from being entertained.

Harmony’s founders anticipated that over
a period of 15-20 million years society
would naturally evolve away from the vio-
lent, power-oriented proclivit:ies of the old
humans and into a new, peace loving race
that could then return and repopulate the
home planet Earth. The Darwinian wheels
prove to turn much more slowly than ex-
pected, though, and after 40 million years
humans are still humans. But the Master
Computer’s warranty ran out 20 million
years ago, and it’s beginning to have prob-
lems carrying out its mission.

In something of a panic the computer
decides it must get in touch with Earth to get
some new programming. To this end it
searches out a group of people: still sensitive
to its weakened telepathic w)ice with the
intention of sending them Earthward.

Against this imaginative historical back-
ground we are introduced to Nafai, a strap-
ping young scholar, youngest of four sons in
the aristocratic family of Volemak the
Wetchik. He is a skeptic at the outset who
considers a vision purportedly received by
Wetchik, and his father’s subsequent jeremi-
ads against the people of Basilica city, to be
marks of insanity. Soon, though, Nafai him-
self is receiving visions and even direct com-
munications from the Oversoul, as the
Master Computer’s voice is now deistically
known.

From here the plot follows 1 Nephi
through the problems with the two oldest
brothers, the first return to Jerusalem (Basil-
ica) and so on, concluding with the murder
of Laban and the stealing of the brass plates
by subterfuge, here portrayed as Nafai (dis-
guised with the assistance of anL old-technol-
ogy body mask "holocostume") beheading
Gaballufix with a charged-wire blade in
order to procure the Palwashantu Index. This
Index is a globe-shaped piece of computer
hardware that connects Nafai and his party
directly to the master files of the Oversoul--

a kind of hot-wired cross between a Liahona
and the Urim and Thummim.

Along the way Card has put much energy
and imagination into creating the history,
politics, technology, and society of planet
Harmony and the city Basilica. Indeed, as in
most fiction that markets itself on the sci-fi
and fantasy shelves, so much creative energy
is drained in the process of conjuring the
setting of the book that little is left over for
characters and ideas. Card should have an
advantage, working as he is with the prefab-
ricated cast, plot, and concerns of 1 Nephi,
but he fails (or declines) to do anything with
them but fiddle and embellish: making Sam
(Issya), for example, a cripple supported by
magnetic floaters and Sariah an outspokenly
independent and highly respected figure in
the matriarchal life of Basilica and its mantic
women’s religion. He never aspires to tran-
scend Friberg in his characters, though,
whether in the direction of Rockwell or
Mapplethorpe. He is satisfied doodling with
the intricacies of Harmonian life and thereby
fails to give us characters with any more life
than Clutch Cargo or Johnny Quest.

In adapting the 1 Nephi story Card on
occasion translates whole dialogic and theo-
logical passages into the voice of his narrator
or a given character. The result of this almost
plagiaristic devotion to his literary exemplar
often rings flat to a Mormon ear. Take for
instance Nafai’s speech after his father has
asked him to return to Basilica with his
brothers to try to recover the Palwashantu
Index.

"Father," Nafai said, "I’ll go and
do whatever the Oversoul has
asked us to do. Because I know that
the Oversoul wouldn’t ask us to do
it without preparing some way for
it to be accomplished."

This is a slight readjustment of 1 Nephi
3:7, which reads:

And it came to pass that I,
Nephi, said unto my father: I will
go and do the things which the
Lord hath commanded, for I know
that the Lord giveth no command-
ments unto the children of men,
save he shall prepare a way for
them that they may accomplish the
thing which he conlmandeth them.

We typically read the Book of Mormon in
search of just such bites of scriptural wis-
dom; when Nephi makes his speech we ac-
cept it as true, perhaps marking it with
highlighter or a red pencil for future refer-
ence. But when Nafai tells his father the
Wetchik the same thing--and this just a few
days after replacing a cavalier disbelief in the

Oversoul with an empirically established cer-
tainty that it is in fact the vocal interface
between Harmonians and the planetary Mas-
ter Computer--the reader is more likely to
ask Card for a break and skim ahead.

Equally irksome is Card’s heavy-handed
use of the "stupor of thought" idea: if a char-
acter feels stupid or empty or blank about
some proposed idea or plan, she can be sure
it is not the correct one. At its worst this idea
is reduced to an absurd sort of blind man’s
bluff when Nafai seeks his way through the
city by planting his foot in a certain direction
then waiting for a feeling of stupidity to tell
him it’s the wrong way. Card should have
been attuned to the stupidness of this idea
when he wrote the book and revised accord-
ingly.

Card has sometimes been cited as an in-
telligent writer who weaves complex ideas
rooted in religion and philosophy into his
science fiction stories. Michael R. Collings,
for example, has stated that Card’s novels
"succeed equally as SF adventure and as ana-
logical explorations of humanity, morality,
salvation, and redemption. LDS readers will
find much that is thought provoking, stimu-
lating, and spiritually moving in both novels"
(Dialogue 20 [Fall 1987]: 174-75). This claim
seems unwarranted to me. While questions
of causation, sacrifice, salvation, and free will
are certainly at the heart of much of Card’s
wnting, they tend to be answered simplisti-
cally in the deeds of his romantic-individual-
ist heroes.

This, finally, is what prevents The Memory
of Earth, and Card’s writing generally, from
speaking deeply: it is simplistic. More pre-
cisely, Card posits worlds of great imagina-
tion and color that spin on axes of easy
rationalism and reductionist moralism. It
never takes Card’s protagonists long to dis-
cover within themselves a rare and marvel-
ous gift for interpreting the either/or
mechanics of his universes; after that it is
merely a matter of what plot tricks and wily
characters will complicate and postpone the
inevitable victory of the team that Card is
playing on. Although larding of un-
anticipated consequences, personal suffer-
ing, alienation, and even faintly existentialist
whiffs of qualified happiness are always pres-
ent, we are never in doubt as to who in Card’s
novels will come out on top.

In fairness to the author, Card has made it
clear in essays, letters, and critiques pub-
lished in alternative Mormon forums over
the years that he is an author of the masses
who finds the elitist tastes of Mormon
"literateurs" ignorant, biased, dishonest, con-
temptuous, absurd, wrongheaded, and, most
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cruelly, inimical to Mormonism. As the Lou
Midgley fulminating on the literary front of
the great debate on Mormon intellectualism,
Card has gone so far as to declare that Mor-
mon literature (e.g., the writings of "Jack
Weyland and his ilk") must not be judged by
critical method at all; rather, prevailing criti-
cal methods are to be judged (and rejected)
on the basis of an esthetic standard that Card
finds implicit in Mormonism (Card, 25).

This argument is patently specious, a de-
scent into religious solipsism and intellectual
singularity that could only hold water in the
sort of worlds that Card creates in. his novels.
The overblown character of these assertions
notwithstanding, there is no question that
Card is right to insist that there is value in
plot-driven popular writing in which
"redeemable, perfectible, happy, competent
people" carry the day.

We consume books--as we do movies,
plays, paintings, and other forms of commu-
nicative art--for many valid reasons, only a
few of which are serious or critical in nature.
It might even be that on most days, most of
us reading on lunch break or after work on a
slow TV night want an uncomplicated or
happy experience through our reading.
Readers who open The Memory of Earth in
search of distraction, or high adventure, or
the entertainment of possible technologies
portrayed in exotic invented landscapes will
almost certainly find some satisfaction in its
pages.

My thirteen-year-old daughter Abbie is
such a reader; she typically consumes ten or
more novels a week and will reread favorite
books (including some of Card’s ,earlier nov-
els and series) many times over. When I told
her the new Scott Card book had .just arrived
in the mail for review she whisked it away,
finishing it before the next afternoon. Abbie
is generally dismissive of my tastes in litera-
ture, which she considers overly cerebral and
"sucky." She was not happy, tk~erefore, in
reading the first draft of this review to see that
I had panned the book. At my suggestion she
undertook her own review to counter the
harshness of mine. In it she states; that

The Memory of Earth was a pretty
good book but it wasn’t nearly as
good as some of the others that he
has written such as Ender’s Game
and Wyrms .... I thought that Card
should have added more details to
his explanation of the characters.
For instance, although Nafai
spends a lot of his time iin his
mother’s house and with the girls
there, Card describes the female
characters even less than he: does

Nafai’s father .... [Also,] the names
were so outlandish that it was hard
to remember who was who ....In
spite of these shortcomings I am
eagerly awaiting the publication of
the next book. I enjoyed reading
The Memory of Earth because it was
exciting. I thought that the idea of
having the people of Harmony re-
duced to a state where they
couldn’t even think of making any
inventions that had even the slight-
est possibility of inducing a war
made it more credible that human-
kind was still lasting ....

It is clear from these few quoted lines that
some readers will find much to enjoy in The
Memory of Earth. This is not only true of
adolescents but of anyone with a taste for
fabulous adventure or speculative writing
about possible human cultures. Card has
produced a readable, if not spectacular, con-
tribution in this area with the first volume of
his new series.

Yet I can’t help returning to my dislike for
this particular work of adventure fantasy, and
my urge to denounce it. It is not, I hope,
intellectual snobbery that drives this urge.
Nor is it a civic feeling that those who might
read it with serious intent--seeking an expe-
rience not of swords and computers but of
human dilemmas, griefs, and joys, let’s say--
need to be warned, lest they suffer some
aesthetic disappointment. After all, most
readers picking up The Memory of Earth for
the Proustian echoes of its title would scan
the first page and set it aside unread.

Perhaps it is Card’s appropriation of the
Nephi story for commercial exploitation that
spoils the other pleasures that this book
might otherwise have given me. This is not a
matter of offended religious sensitivities in
my case. But recognizing Nephi in this book
(despite the standard disclaimer on the fly-
leaf that all "people and events portrayed...
are fictitious, and any resemblance to real
people or events is purely coincidental") had
the jarring effect of making me anticipate
something serious or substantial or of good
report or praiseworthy in its pages. I was
disappointed to find nothing of the sort.

Instead, I had the same feeling reading
The Memory of Earth that I sometimes experi-
ence when joining my younger children to
watch a morning cartoon that has cast its plot
in the mold of a well known European
M~rchen or Shakespearean drama. Romeo and
Juliet doesn’t suffer anything because the
writers of Astroboy form an episode around it,
but I still feel a sense of proprietary anger that
something beautiful, polysemous, and uni-
versal has been transmogrified into a silly
half-hour designed to keep young American
consumers watching between commercials. I
think that many Mormon readers will share
my sense of disappointment that nothing
more than techno-distraction is offered by
this author borrowing so heavily from "the
most perfect book" in the world. The more
theologically conservative, indeed, may take
offense at the misappropriation of their
prophet for a character in a romantic adven-
ture devoid of literary style, moral purpose,
or intellectual verve.                   ~

IMPLOSION
I won’t tell you in March
that your Xmas tree droops
the boughs bending
too near the earth
with glass balls and tinsel.

I won’t complain in April
when walking barefoot
through your shag
as another pine needle
pokes through my sole.

But in May I’ll say it’s time
to box up your lights.
Your long celebration
makes neighbor boys steal
to hear your globes crack and implode.

--B.J. FOG~
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